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As Founder and Director of Miles2Smile Foundation, I am thrilled to introduce our latest initiative aimed 
at transforming lives and breaking barriers in one of the most underserved regions, Mewat. The Smile 
International School is not just a school; it’s a beacon of hope for marginalized and underprivileged 
students, including those from families affected by mob lynching incidents. 
 
Mewat, unfortunately, is known for its alarming educational indicators, reflecting the dire need for quality 
education and support. With this in mind, Miles2Smile Foundation, in collaboration with Shaagird 
Foundation, is committed to bridging this gap by establishing Smile International School.
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In conclusion, Smile International School 
represents a ray of hope for the marginalized 
communities of Mewat. Together, let’s embark 
on this journey of empowerment, education, 
and transformation. Join us as we pave the way 
towards a brighter future for the children of 
Mewat, one smile at a time.

Our vision is clear: to provide 
world-class education that not only 
empowers students academically 
but also nurtures their overall 
development. Smile International 
School will be more than just 
a place of learning; it will be a 
safe haven where every child is 
valued, respected, and given equal 
opportunities to thrive.

Moreover, Smile International School will 
offer Hifz education alongside its academic 
curriculum, honoring the rich cultural heritage 
of the region while equipping students with 
both secular and religious knowledge.

One distinctive aspect of Smile 
International School is its 

commitment to inclusivity. We 
recognize the challenges faced by 
families affected by mob lynching 
incidents and aim to provide them 

with a supportive environment 
where their children can receive 

quality education without fear 
or discrimination. By embracing 

diversity and promoting empathy, 
we aspire to foster a culture of 

understanding and harmony within 
our school community.

Our team of dedicated educators and staff 
members are passionate about making a 

difference in the lives of these students. 
Through innovative teaching methodologies, 

personalized support, and extracurricular 
activities, we will ensure that every child reaches 

their full potential and emerges as a confident, 
compassionate, and responsible global citizen.
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1.  The school will operate entirely on a no-profit, no-loss basis, reflecting our deeply held values of selflessness and 
community service, ensuring that none of the institution’s objectives shall stray towards the pursuit of profit.

2. No Board Members, Directors, or Advisory Members will receive any salary. They will also not be entitled to 
monetary benefits of any kind.

3. The prime objective of the institution is to ensure education for the underprivileged and marginalized, especially 
survivors of communal violence, mob lynching, and selective communal demolitions.

4. Fifty percent of the seats will be reserved for students coming from these disadvantaged backgrounds. Keeping 
in mind that ensuring girls’ education is far more important, thirty percent of the total seats shall be reserved for 
girls, with an increase of 5% each successive year until the gender ratio reaches 90:10.

5. Acknowledging that the community is also under-resourced, the infrastructure will be utilized to its full capacity. 
The school will run in two shifts. In the first shift, normal classes will be held; in the second shift, there will be skill-
based learning (soft & hard skills) for drop-out students and bridge courses for Madrasa students. In the second 
shift, there will also be arrangements for entrance exam preparation for institutions of higher learning.

6. With reverence for tradition and a vision for the future, we embrace the noble task of teaching both the sacred 
and the secular, weaving together the threads of Deen and Duniya to enrich the minds and souls of our students.

Key Features
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Concept & Design:  Ar. Shahbaz Nadeem
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Cost Analysis & Area Analysis 

SMILE INTERNATIONAL SCOOL

S.No. Description Factor Area(Sqm) Area(Sqft)

1. Plot Size 8092 87094.196

2. Permissible Ground Coverage 35% 2832.2 30482.9686

3. Ground Coverage Achieved 1001.71 10781.40473

4. Permissible FAR 1.5 12138 130641.294

5. Permissible Height 15 meter

6. FAR Achieved 2350 25293.05

7. Built Up Area 2187.85 23547.82955

AMOUNT CALCULATION AS PER PROPOSED AREA FOR SCHOOL

S.No. Description Area(Sqm) Area(Sqft) Amount(Sqft) Total Amount

1.
Total Construction 
Cost

2187.85 23547.82955 1725 40620005.97

2. Land Cost 87094 937392.722 1,20,00,000

3. Misc.

Total Cost 5,26,20,006 

SCHOOL BUILDING

S.No. Block Floor Area Qty. Floors
Total Area 

(sqm)

1. Block A 533.37 1 1 533.37

2. Block B 205.81 2 2 823.24

3. Block C 262.81 2 2 1051.24

Total 2407.85
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Get Inspired -
Watch Our Success Stories

Click to Watch
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DA0d2QwfEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWoCP9HOf44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_uiFjU4Z3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfk7cDi1d_c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5Eswjx_4wk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrhcorswWOc


Read & Be Inspired

Read More

Khushi’s father, Firoz Ahmed was among the 42 
Muslims murdered by the Hindutva mob during the 
Northeast Delhi pogrom. 

Khushi’s Story

Read More

Obaid-ur-Rehman, 10, is a Rohingya refugee and a 
student at our Madarsa. 

Glitter of Hope

Read More

Another story is unveiled from the suffering of a 
family during the horrific events of the Delhi riots in 
2020. 

One Step at a Time: A Mother Who 
Restarted Her Education 

Read More

Numerous resilient women, reflecting their inner 
strength, gathered at the Sabaat stitching center in 
north-east Delhi. 

‘Sabaat’: Assistance to Her Resilience

Click to read
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https://stories.miles2smile.org/index.php/2023/01/05/khushis-story/
https://stories.miles2smile.org/index.php/2023/02/08/glitter-of-hope/
https://stories.miles2smile.org/index.php/2024/03/04/one-step-at-a-time-a-mother-who-restarted-her-education/
https://stories.miles2smile.org/index.php/2024/02/26/sabaat-assistance-to-her-resilience/


In News
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Click to Read

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6r6ToE4p2iA
https://twocircles.net/2023feb26/448452.html
https://indianexpress.com/article/education/teachers-day-2022-meet-islamuddin-a-delhi-riot-victim-who-teaches-at-school-started-for-child-victims-of-the-february-2020-violence-8129743/
https://thecognate.com/how-aasif-mujtaba-and-his-miles2smile-is-rebuilding-lives-of-kids-affected-in-delhi-pogrom/
https://www.newslaundry.com/2023/02/24/cant-sleep-at-night-constantly-worried-widows-of-delhi-riots-are-abused-abandoned-by-in-laws?__cf_chl_tk=fC47mHb5pkx2kx2LPPu8uV3.1KCVA08hOmTsKOuuBEQ-1711667054-0.0.1.1-1791
https://twitter.com/BBCHindi/status/1507671219038044169
http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/school-rebuilds-lives-of-kids-affected-in-riots/article33917362.ece
https://www.newslaundry.com/2022/02/28/for-children-impacted-by-delhi-riots-a-school-to-help-them-with-trauma
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Shaagird is an education program. It aims to provide education to the most marginalized children in our society through sponsorship by 
collaborating with different schools and madrasas.

D-247, Near AlShifa Hospital,Abul Fazal Enclave,

Jamia Nagar, Okhla, New Delhi, Delhi 110025

Shaagird Foundation+919319986960

www.shaagird.org

contact@shaagird.org


